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Abstract— Human-automation collaborations, like automated
driving assistance and piloting drones, have become prevalent
as these technologies become more commonplace. Designers
need tools that help them understand how and why design
interventions may change the strategies of operators in such
complex human supervisory control systems. To this end, we
demonstrate that when the divergence metric is applied to
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) comparisons, it can accurately
capture statistical differences between operator strategies for
interfaces that embody different tasks. However, the use of
such an approach is problematic when used to compare HMM
strategy models with non-equivalent observations. To address
this limitation, we developed an observation reduction approach
and conducted a sensitivity analysis to assess the impact of
this approach. Our results show that when comparing two
non-equivalent interfaces, our observation reduction approach
does not fundamentally change the divergence metric, thus
allowing for direct model comparison. The results further
show that HMMs from different interfaces produce a much
higher divergence metric than model comparison from the same
people who repeatedly use the same interface. Future work will
examine if this method can detect differences in models with
different tasks or modified interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human supervisory control (HSC) is a commonly-utilized
control scheme in HRI applications where operators remotely manage an automated or autonomous system via
control interfaces [1], [2]. In such a scheme, many factors
can influence operators’ performances and problem-solving
strategies, including individual differences, different interface
designs, and varying levels of autonomy [3]–[5]. Other
than task performance, which can be directly observed and
measured, operators’ strategies are not directly observable
and comparable. Thus, strategy models are needed for both
comparing strategies and investigating those factors that
influence operators’ strategies.
One important application of such models is using them
to understand whether a specific design has had its intended
effect on human performance. For example, there are many
poor designs in Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) control
stations that have led to accidents [6]. A designer can use a
strategy model to objectively compare the behaviors of UAV
operators before and after a specific interface change, like
adding a new decision support system, to determine whether
the change resulted in improved strategies and overall better
system performance.
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Hidden Markov models (HMMs) have been successfully
used to model operators and systems in HSC scenarios like
UAV control because of its two-layer structure and the ability
to diagnose human-automation interactions [7]–[12]. While
HMM models can be qualitatively compared to understand
how before and after hidden states and transition probabilities
influence an operator’s problem-solving strategy, a more objective, quantitative approach is needed to determine whether
one model is statistically different from another model. To
this end, we have used the divergence as a statistical measure
of model similarity between two HMM models [13], [14],
and have shown that such a metric is stable when applied in
similar settings [15].
Comparing HMMs can be difficult if there are nonequivalent observations. For example, one UAV interface
may produce a different set of tasks to be performed when
compared to a different UAV control station. In order to
make comparisons between models with non-equivalent observations, we propose an observation reduction approach in
which we realign observation types in the model with the
greatest number of states by collapsing observations.
To demonstrate both the use of divergence metrics and
the observation reduction approach, we develop and compare
strategy models from four human-in-the-loop experimental
sessions where operators control simulated multiple UAVs.
Using the divergence distance as a measure of similarity
between HMM models [13], the resulting divergence values
quantitatively illustrate the impacts on operators’ strategies
from the differences across the experimental scenarios. Such
differences include different participants, modified interfaces,
and systems with increased autonomy.
This paper is organized such that Section II provides
the background of related work and the HMM divergence
measure. Section III describes experiment sessions with the
model development process. Section IV shows the first two
model comparisons. Section V presents the observation reduction approach, while comprehensive model comparisons
are shown in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper
with a detailed discussion.
II. BACKGROUND
Comparing operators’ performance is a simple and direct
metric for analyzing factor changes in human-automation interaction scenarios [3], [16], [17]. Such metrics only provide
an aggregate summary of performance, so analyzing strategies is important to understanding the causes of good and
bad performance. Some previous studies have demonstrated
the development and comparison of operators’ cognitive
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models in the human information processing level [18]–[21].
However, such approaches have limited access to operators’
strategies in high-level tasks. Thus, we focus on a higher
modeling level of investigating strategies by utilizing HMMs.
HMMs have been utilized as strategy models because the
two-layer structure, a hidden state layer and an observation
layer [22], [23], approximates physical actions that can be
seen and mental states that cannot be seen. We can consider a
weighted cluster of observable interactions between operators
and automation systems to be an abstract behavioral group,
which is represented by a hidden state. Thus, hidden states,
determined by clustered observations, and transitions among
hidden states can describe operators’ strategies [24], [25].
The HMM structure can be described as a tuple [22], [26],
λ = {S, O, A, B}, in which, S = {S1 , S2 , · · · , SN } represents N
different hidden states, and O = {O1 , O2 , · · · , OM } represents
M different observation types. A = {ai j } is a N ×N transition
t
probability matrix, in which ai j = P{St+1
j |Si }, and B = {bik }
is a N × M emission matrix, in which bik = P{Ok |Si },
i, j ∈ [1, N], k ∈ [1, M]. The transition and emission matrices
connect all hidden states and observations of an HMM.
Many HMM model comparison methods have been proposed and utilized for various applications [27]–[30]. However, these approaches compare HMMs with fixed model
structures and observations. Based on the primary concept
of quantitatively measuring model fitting for model comparisons as presented in these works, we further expanded this
concept to a more comprehensive metric by evaluating all
possible model structures. Also, since little work has focused
on HMM comparisons with non-equivalent observations, we
propose an observation reduction approach to accomplish
such comparisons.
Thus, for this effort, we focus on the divergence measure approach, which can provide a distinguishable range
of model difference measure, for quantitatively comparing
HMM models [13]. The calculation of the divergence measure is defined as:
1
| log(P(Oall |λ1 )) − log(P(Oall |λ2 ))| (1)
D(λ1 kλ2 ) =
num
In this equation, λ1 is the first HMM model and λ2 is the
second model. Assume
λ1 = {S1 , O1 , A1 , B1 }; λ2 = {S2 , O2 , A2 , B2 }
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λ1 contains N1 different hidden states in S1 , and M1 types
of observations in O1 . λ2 contains N2 different hidden states
in S2 , and M2 types of observations in O2 . Oall represents
all observation sequences, and num is the total number of
observations, or data points, in Oall . Also, P(Oall |λ ) is the
likelihood value of an HMM model fitting on the evaluation
dataset. For convenience and calculation efficiency, we usually take the logarithmic value log(P(Oall |λ )) to represent
the likelihood. Thus, the divergence approach measures the
likelihood difference between two HMM models applying
on a given evaluation dataset. Generally, a lower divergence
value indicates a higher model similarity level [13].
The evaluation dataset Oall is combined from the training
datasets of the two HMM models to be compared, Oλ1 and
Oλ2 , to increase the confidence of the divergence measure.
Understanding that slightly different tasks within one interface or slight modifications to an existing interface may
produce different observations even if the overall interface
is generally the same, HMM models developed from such
datasets may contain different types and numbers of observations. In another word, if λ1 and λ2 are trained on datasets
collected from different interfaces, it would cause M1 6= M2 .
Then, both HMM models, λ1 and λ2 , will be applied on the
combined dataset Oall to calculate the divergence distance.
Since M1 6= M2 , then one of P(Oall |λ1 ) and P(Oall |λ2 ) makes
this approach fail because the emission matrix of the model
with less observation types cannot cover all observations in
the dataset with a larger number of observations. To solve
this non-equivalent observation issue in the divergence calculation, we investigated an observation reduction approach,
discussed in the following sections.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS AND MODEL
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
A. Experimental Sessions
We collected operator interaction data from four humanin-the-loop experimental sessions where participants controlled multiple UAVs to conduct high-level tasks using
two different interfaces [15], [31]–[33]. The first interface
used was the Research Environment for Supervisory Control
of Heterogeneous Unmanned Vehicles (RESCHU) platform
[34]. Shown as Interface 1 in Figure 1, RESCHU is a
simulation-based platform that allows a single operator to

TABLE I
HMM

OBSERVATIONS FROM BOTH EXPERIMENT PLATFORMS

Observations in both RESCHU and RESCHU-SA platform
1 Add waypoint

2 Move waypoint

3 Delete waypoint

4 Move endpoint

5 Switch target

6 Engage task

7 Monitor UAV
Hacking detection observations only in the RESCHU-SA platform
8 Perceive hacking

9 Detection decision

10 Adjust zoom level

B. Model Development Process

Fig. 3.
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control multiple UAVs in a supervisory control scenario. It
includes both UAV navigational and imagery analysis tasks
where operators focus on the map area when navigating
UAVs to different targets, and they shift their attention to
individual vehicle payload cameras that look down when a
UAV reaches a target [32]. Data from this interface included
a single experiment with 30 people [31].
Three experimental sessions were conducted using Interface 2, the Security-Aware RESCHU (RESCHU-SA) platform (Figure 2). Derived from RESCHU, RESCHU-SA adds
a primary task of detecting possible GPS spoofing [33].
In RESCHU-SA, once operators receive a system hacking
notification, they attempt to match a UAV camera view
against the GPS-reported position on the map to determine
potential hacking events [32]. The experiment with Interface
2 included 36 participants experiencing two experimental
sessions (Sessions 1 and 2 in Figure 3). Session 3 repeated
the same experiment but with 45 different participants.
There was no significant difference in participants’ overall
performance across these three sessions based on statistical
analyses with a significance level of α = 0.05.
As shown in Figure 3, four comparisons between strategy
models were conducted to quantitatively measure the potential differences between the four experimental sessions. In
Comparison 1, strategy models from the two experimental
sessions from Interface 2 were compared because the interface and tasks were the same and the participants were the
same. Thus, the expectation is that the divergence measure
would be the least. For Comparison 2, we compared the
same interface and same task, but with different groups
of people, and our expectation was that this comparison
would yield an increased divergence measure. Comparisons
3 and 4 were expected to have the highest divergence
distances because the participants, interfaces and tasks were
all different. However, because the two different interfaces
included different observations, we needed to formulate an
observation reduction approach to be able to calculate the
divergence measure.

HMM strategy models were developed based on operators’ actions (i.e., observations) collected during experiment
sessions as listed in Table I. Given that the original RESCHU
platform (Interface 1) only includes two major tasks of
navigation and image analysis for targets, the first experiment
dataset only contains observations 1 − 7 in Table I. The task
of UAV hacking detection was added in the RESCHU-SA
platform, resulting in ten observations, 1 − 10 in Table I.
HMM models were trained using the unsupervised multisequence Baum-Welch algorithm [22], which is a common
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, and evaluated by
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [35], which balances the model generalizability and complexity. To increase
the confidence of the training results, over 100 randomly
generated initializations were used for each specific model
structure with a certain number of hidden states, and the
resulted model with the highest likelihood was selected.
IV. COMPARISONS WITHIN THE RESCHU-SA
INTERFACE
To quantitatively determine the probabilistic difference
between two models, we first focused on comparing the
two experimental sessions conducted on the RESCHU-SA
interface with the same participants (Comparison 1), and
then with different participants (Comparison 2). Comparison
1 should result in the least difference between the strategy models when compared with Comparison 2. The 10
RESCHU-SA platform observations, shown in Table I, were
used for all comparisons in this section.
Given the fact that divergence metrics can be different
depending on the subjective interpretation of the BIC curve
and selection of hidden states, divergence value meshes
were plotted that depict the divergence values for model
comparison across the number of all possible hidden states.
Understanding that the RESCHU-SA interface provides three
primary tasks, we consider that the minimum hidden state
number in model comparisons is 3. Also, given that hidden
states represent abstract cognitive groupings, the maximum
number of hidden states should not be greater than the number of observation types, which is 10. Thus, such calculations
can depict not only a central measure but also the variation,
which would indicate the stability of a particular selection
of model structures.

TABLE II
O BSERVATION REDUCTION CRITERIA
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Divergence value meshes for Comparisons 1 and 2

Figure 4 plots the mesh for Comparison 1 and 2, and
both their divergence averages are 0.045 with (SD (standard
deviation) = 0.029) and (SD = 0.033) respectively. A nonparametric Mann-Whitney test with a significance level of
α = 0.05 showed no significant difference between these
two divergence value distributions (p = 0.768). Given that
both experiments had over 35 participants, the high similarity
between Comparisons 1 and 2 indicates that different participant groups introduce limited variability in participants’
overall strategies between experimental sessions with the
same interface. These results align with the experimental data
in that there was no significant difference in participants’
overall performance. This data also establishes that in terms
of human-in-the-loop performance in an HSC system, what
it means to be similar can be roughly measured at 0.045.
As depicted in Figure 4, there are two remaining comparisons of interest which aim to assess the probabilistic difference between two different interfaces with different tasks.
However, this comparison is not straightforward since the
RESCHU interface only has 7 observations and RESCHUSA has 10. The next section explores an observation reduction approach that was used to enable such a comparison.
V. THE OBSERVATION REDUCTION APPROACH
In order to compare HMM models using the divergence
measure in Equation (1), there need to be equivalent numbers
of observations. To address this, we proposed an observation
reduction approach, which modifies the selection criteria of
observation types for training data and reduces observations
for the HMM model with a higher number of observations.
So, in the previous example, the experiment with 10 observations needs to be reduced to 7. Recall the notation in
the previous sections, λ1 has M1 types of observations and
λ2 has M2 observation types. Assume M1 < M2 so that the
first model has fewer observations than the second model. To
align the observation types, data points in the training dataset
of λ2 , Oλ2 , are re-screened to match the M1 observation types
as the dataset of λ1 , Oλ1 .
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A. The Viterbi Propagation with Observation Reduction
With this observation reduction approach, the number of
observations in λ1 and λ2 are aligned to M1 that the dataset
Oλ2 is reformulated to M1 types of observations as Oλ1 . Thus,
the emission matrices of λ1 and λ2 share the same number
of columns, M1 . Applying λ1 and λ2 to a one-dimensional
sequence Oseq1 = (o1 , o2 , · · · , ot ), the Viterbi propagation in
Equation (1) can be updated for both models.
Vλ1 :t,st = max(bλ1 :st →ot · aλ1 :st−1 →st ·Vλ1 :t−1,st−1 )

(2)

Vλ2 :t,st = max(bλ2 :st →ot · aλ2 :st−1 →st ·Vλ2 :t−1,st−1 )

(3)

st ∈S1

st ∈S2

Given that both models contain M1 types of observation, they
share same expectations of emission probabilities.
In an HMM model, a higher number of hidden states
could lead to a lower expectation of state transition probabilities and a highly differentiated model structure with a
higher model complexity. However, high hidden state number
could cause high corresponding emission probabilities. Thus,
regardless of the number of hidden states, different model
structures would only bring limited influence to the product
of ast−1 →st · Vt−1,st−1 if models share the same number and
type of observation.
Therefore, the difference in model likelihood values between both HMM models in Equation (2) and (3) would only
be affected by the underlying patterns in the dataset, rather
by the Viterbi algorithm propagation process. In this case,
the divergence measure value, which is directly calculated
from log(P(Oall |λ1 )) and log(P(Oall |λ2 )), will reflect the
quantitative measure of the similarity level between the two
models more precisely.
B. The Observation Reduction Sensitivity Test
To understand the reliability of such an observation reduction approach, a sensitivity test was conducted to assess
how collapsing observations impacted the overall divergence

Fig. 5. Divergence value meshes between Sessions 1, 2, and 3 based on
different observation reduction criteria and all possible hidden state numbers

Fig. 6. Divergence value boxplots of model comparisons between Sessions
1, 2, and 3 based on different observation reduction criteria

distance metric. Considering that collapsing observations
may cause loss of information, it is necessary to ensure collapsing certain observations would not significantly change
the divergence metrics.
Datasets from the RESCHU-SA interface, including Session 1, 2, and 3, were used with the 10 types of observations
as shown in Table I. Understanding that Session 1 and 2
had same participants and Session 3 had another group of
participants, further comparisons between different interfaces
require the combined dataset of Session 1 and 2 and the
Session 3 dataset. Thus, the sensitivity test was conducted
on datasets from these three sessions. Given that the hacking
detection task was uniquely embedded in the RESCHU-SA
platform, we combined hacking detection-related observations based on different levels of abstraction. In order to
understand the impact of collapsing the data from 10 to 7
observations, the revised data selection criteria for 7, 8, and
9 observations are shown in Table II.
With the revised observation-reduced models from Table
II, HMM strategy models with all possible numbers of hidden states were retrained on the realigned datasets using the
same methods discussed in the model development section.
Then, visualizations of divergence measures between the
HMM models were created, composed of divergence values
from all possible combinations of model comparisons based
on the different number of hidden states.

Fig. 7. Divergence value meshes of operator strategy model comparisons
across all experimental sessions

Fig. 8. Divergence value boxplots of operator strategy model comparisons
across all experimental sessions

As shown in Figure 5, two divergence meshes represent
the 7 and 10 observation model comparisons from the
two RESCHU-SA sessions with corresponding observation
reduction criteria. The 8 and 9 states were omitted for clarity
but shared the same space. Quantitatively, the ranges of the
average divergence values of these four meshes are all within
0.02 − 0.05 (Figure 6). Mann-Whitney tests with a familywise significance level of ∼ 0.008 (0.05/6) were conducted
on the divergence values between two meshes. The statistical
results show that the distribution of divergence values of
both 8 and 9 observations meshes are significantly lower
than the divergence distribution in the 10 observations mesh
(both p < 0.001). However, the value distribution in the 7
observations mesh is not significantly different from the 10
observations mesh (p = 0.017 > 0.008).
Thus, although the observation reduction criteria of 8 and 9
observations may change the underlying patterns in datasets
and affect model comparisons with the original dataset of
10 observations, the reduction criteria of 7 observations only
introduce limited influence to the divergence measures. In
this case, all hacking detection related observations could be
collapsed to a single observation. In other words, the observation selection criterion for RESCHU-SA experiment models
can follow the 7-observation rule instead of the original 10
observations without significant loss of information.

TABLE III
R EVISED HMM

OBSERVATIONS FROM BOTH EXPERIMENT PLATFORMS

1 Add waypoint

2 Move waypoint

3 Delete waypoint

4 Move endpoint

5 Switch target

6 Engage task

RESCHU

7 Monitor UAV

RESCHU-SA

7 Hacking detection

VI. COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE RESCHU AND
RESCHU-SA INTERFACES
Based on the observation reduction sensitivity test from the
previous sections, the model comparison with the original 10
observations was not significantly different from the modified 7 observations. Thus, we can compare HMM strategy
models between RESCHU-SA using 7-observation reduction
criterion and RESCHU with the original 7 observations as
shown in Table III.
Comparison 3 focuses on the difference between RESCHU
and RESCHU-SA with one group of people and Comparison 4 also examined the difference between RESCHU and
RESCHU-SA, but with a different group of people. The
expectation is that such divergence distance metrics should
be similar between them but very different from Comparisons
1 and 2.
The divergence value meshes shown in Figure 7 illustrate the differences in strategy models developed between
RESCHU and RESCHU-SA interfaces across the 4 comparisons, and their means and standard deviations are plotted in
Figure 8. For Comparisons 3 and 4, both divergence meshes
range between 0.40 − 0.75, which indicates a relatively large
difference. The average for Comparison 3 is 0.563 (SD =
0.078), while Comparison 4 average is 0.553 (SD = 0.067).
These two meshes interleave, and a Mann-Whitney test
shows no significant difference (p = 0.691) between the two,
which agrees with the expectation that they would be similar.
Also, such a high similarity level between Comparison 3 and
4 supports the fact that different participant groups across
the same interface would only bring limited variance to the
general strategies.
One important comparison to be made in Figure 7 is
between the clustering of Comparisons 1 and 2 and Comparisons 3 and 4. It is clear that the divergence distance
metric not only accurately captures differences between two
interfaces, but this difference is relatively consistent across
Comparisons 3 and 4. Understanding that the RESCHU-SA
interface contains an additional primary task of UAV hacking
detection, which is not provided in the original RESCHU
platform, participants using RESCHU-SA had quantitatively
different strategies and behavioral patterns comparing to
those using RESCHU.
Another element of Figure 7 worth noting is that the
meshes of Comparisons 1 and 2 are relatively flat. This
flatness indicates model stability in capturing operators’
general strategies with three or more hidden states when
two scenarios share the same interface and primary tasks.

Meanwhile, the meshes of Comparison 3 and 4 are relatively
uneven across comparisons with all possible hidden states.
So, comparisons of HMM strategy models with different
interfaces may be less stable, which could be a result
of the non-equivalent observation manipulations. Further
studies will investigate how such manipulations affect the
quantitative measures.
Figure 8 illustrates a range of what divergence metrics can
likely capture. In this analysis, the most similar comparison
was between the same people using the same interface for the
same tasks, Comparison 1. Comparisons 3 and 4, which had
almost identical mean divergence metrics, looked at different
interfaces and tasks with different people. The overall difference in these means is about 0.500 − 0.520. Understanding
that different groups of operators only introduce limited
variance to the divergence metrics, such an overall mean
difference is a quantitative similarity metric of adding an
additional primary task in an HSC scenario. However, it
remains to be seen whether this relative difference holds
between other interfaces with different tasks and how it can
be leveraged in various applications, which is also a future
research direction.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Given that operator strategy models could help researchers
investigate operators’ strategies with varying HRI system
designs, quantitative comparisons between models from different supervisory control scenarios may provide a more
objective basis for assessment. In this effort, we developed
and compared strategy models from four human-in-the-loop
experimental sessions with varying degrees of difference,
including different participant groups, experimental tasks
and interfaces. To allow for model comparisons with nonequivalent observations using the HMM divergence measure,
we proposed an observation reduction approach and justified
it with a set of sensitivity tests.
The model comparison results show that the divergence
distance approach can quantitatively capture differences in
HMM strategy models, including when people use different
interfaces. This ability to detect such a difference is especially important given the fact that the RESCHU-SA was
derived from the RESCHU platform.
One caveat in this effort is that this approach was not able
to capture a probabilistic difference in models when different
groups of people used the same interface, so there is likely
a lower limit of a just noticeable difference. What remains
untested in this effort, and is the subject of future work, is
whether this method can detect changes in strategies when
there are different tasks in the same interface or modified
interfaces.
In addition to this future work, more effort is needed
to further investigate issues surrounding the observation
reduction approach. Information loss occurs when observations are collapsed, which could be important in signaling
important model differences. So, further studies are needed
to investigate such an approach for non-equivalent model
datasets and other HSC applications.

Lastly, observation reduction can be a subjective process
so knowing which observations to reduce and determining
when a reduction loses critical information is also an area of
future work. While such models are intended to primarily
diagnose whether changes in a system lead to detectable
changes in operator strategies, another area that deserves
further investigation is whether the utilization of a divergence
metric could be used to predict future performance based on
the strategy changes, which has clear safety implications for
many HSC systems.
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